Based on the theory of fuzzy mathematics and the features of analog circuits fault diagnosis, the fuzzy immune algorithm for fault diagnosis is proposed, which overcomes the shortcomings of low quality of detectors in immune algorithms. The novel algorithm uses the particle filter to guide the mutation of antibodies and combines artificial immune with particle filter algorithm to optimize the learning process of the immune algorithm. Finally, it can increase the diversity of the mature detector populations. The feasibility and validity of the algorithm are validated by simulation of fault diagnosis on analog circuit.
Introduction
The widely use of electronic products demands for higher performance of circuit fault diagnosis, however, most of the electronic equipment fault are caused by the analog circuit, which makes the fault diagnosis for analog circuit become a key in circuit theory research. In the process of realistic run of analog circuit, the device parameter is influenced not only by the manufacturing technology, but also by the environment, such as temperature and electromagnetic waves [1] . All these factors would cause errors and changes of its output signal, which increase the difficulty of fault diagnosis. The nonlinear problem of analog circuit is ubiquitous, and the amount of computations needed in troubleshooting will grow exponentially with the scale of integrated circuits increasing.
With the development of the artificial intelligence and Information Technology, more and more scholars combined the artificial intelligence and the fault diagnosis technology of analog circuits. Maiden Y put forward that the analog circuit faults can be characterized by the neural network theory [2] , and Aminian M realized fault diagnosis with neural network by applying the wavelet analysis to the process and obtaining the fault characteristic value [3] . Some new theories greatly enriched the technique of fault diagnosis and enlarged the scope of its application, however, these new and developing theories and techniques still exist some problems and can not satisfy the need of diagnosis to modern electronic devices.
Since the characteristics of biological immune system [4] , such as diversity, tolerance, immunological memory, self-learning, self-adaption and robustness, a series of immune algorithms and immune models could be developed by using the references in the research in biological specificity of artificial immune theory [5] , artificial immune system with learning function could not only identify the known antigens, but also response to unknown antigens to memorize them and quickly identify them next time. Most immune algorithms' learning functions are realized by detector variation, and then memorize the preferable detectors [6] .
The artificial immune system is used in fault diagnosis, machine learning, pattern recognition and data mining due to its excellent characteristics, such as self-adaption, self-organization and immune recognition, etc [7] [8] [9] . In the field of fault diagnosis, Bradley (2000) put forward a kind of mechanical fault/endurance mechanism based on Immune system theory, which adopted self/non-self recognition of binary string to carry out the hardware fault detection and tolerance [10] . Inspired by the vector quantization, Kayama (1996) combined the immune algorithms and put forward a new kind of distributed fault diagnosis system [11] . The system can carry out sensors fault detection and diagnosis with a higher detection rate and the accurate results.
Based on biological immune mechanism and fuzzy mathematics, the paper proposes a new fuzzy immune model with more responsive and effective that is applied to fault diagnosis of analog circuits. Particle filter algorithm is used to guide the mutating process of antibodies. The model can extract the information of antibodies, and learning antibodies directly. The learning efficiency can be improved by these mechanisms.
Principles of the Immune System
From a computer science perspective, the biological immune system is a highly parallel, distributed, adaptive and self-organizing system, which has a strong learning, recognition, memory, and feature extraction capabilities.
Immune cells is the kind of cells that participate in immune response or immune response process. The most important physiological functions of the immune system is the recognition and response of antigen molecules, and its recognition function is processed by immune cells. Immune cells contain two categories, one is lymphocytes, mainly as T lymphocytes and B lymphocytes, the former participating in cellular immunity while the latter participating in humoral immunity. Another is phagocytic cells, which can absorb and dispose the antigens, and then present disposed antigens to lymphocytes by a certain way. They are able to absorb and digest microorganisms and then migrate into its white blood cells. Immune molecules play an important role in the development of the immune system, immune cells activation and immune response, and in the induction and regulation of the immune too.
On the basis of biological immune system theory and shape space model, many scholars have proposed diverse immune algorithm and its corresponding detector generating algorithm. Negative selection algorithm, by Forrest [8] , adopted the method of exhaustion to generate detectors and then established a qualified detector set. The algorithm assumed self set as normal network behavior, while non-self set as abnormal network behavior. It generated candidate detector set randomly, and compared each detector with the element in self set. If they matches, abandon the detector; If not, put it into qualified detector set. Inspired by the clone selection principle of biological immune system, De Castro proposed clonal selection algorithm [12] . The algorithm guarantees the high affinity of population by clonal process and generate better individual by mutation which maintains the population diversity at the same time. However, due to the method of exhaustion generates many redundant individuals, especially when the population or clone scale becomes larger, the matching scale will expand rapidly and the amount of computation will increase, which greatly reduce detection efficiency.
The Fuzzy Immune Algorithm for Fault Diagnosis

Problem Definition
Definition 1 Let U = [0, 1], F (U ) is the fuzzy power set in U , if the mapping ∂ : F (U )×F (U ) → [0, 1], meets: (1) ∂(X, Y ) = ∂(Y, Z). (2) ∂(X, Y ) = 1. (3) X ⊂ Y ⊂ Z ⇒ ∂(X, Z) < ∂(Y, Z).
then ∂(X, Y ) is the degree of approximation between X and Y .
Definition 2 If there is a ∀ mapping A : U → [0, 1], then called it as the fuzzy subset of nonempty set U , A(•) is called as membership function.
Definition 3 In pattern matching of the binary space, the self set is: S
Defining Euclid degree of approximation between the candidate antibody N j and the self S i as
Defining the membership function between antibodies N j and self set S i as
The Fault Process Based on Fuzzy Immune Algorithm
Fuzzy immune algorithm includes the following six steps: the evolution of memory cells, immune selection, cloning and mutation, add new antibodies and fuzzy reasoning. This algorithm can ensure that the basis for the probability of convergence to the global optimum, and continuous random search in the process of evolution. (2) Generated initial set of antibodies randomly.
(3) The calculation of the affinity Calculate the affinity between each antibody in set of antibodies with antigen. Affinity is defined as the reciprocal value of the Euclidean distance between the antibody and antigen.
where Ab i , Ag represent the antibody, antigen respectively.
(4) Cloning and mutation
Cloning could make an immune system's response more rapid and effective. In this process, those antibodies with high quality will retain and generate more descendants.
After the implementation of antibody cloning operation, the antibody is to undergo mutation, because mutation can make the immune system scalable, dynamically adaptable and have the ability of self-learning to let the immune system make rapid and effective to recognition antigens.
(5) Conditional determination
To judge whether it meet the iteration termination conditions.
(6) Calculate the fuzzy membership value
After obtaining high affinity antibodies, the fuzzy membership value of the test samples could be calculated.
where i = 1, 2, ..., N, j = 1, 2, ..., c, X i is the test sample i in the antibody population, M j is the eigenvector j of the high affinity antibodies, µ j (X i ) is the membership value between test sample i and eigenvector j, b is fuzzy degree of constant and usually b = 5.
The Immune Algorithm Combined with the Particle Filter
Particle filter provides a method based on probability distribution for the issue of state estimation of nonlinear system. Particle filter regards state estimation as a process of probabilistic reasoning, that is to turn the estimation problem of target state into the question which uses Bayesian formula to solve the posterior probability density p(x k |y k ) or the filter probability density p(x k |y k ), then the solution will be the optimal estimation of regards state. Particle filter contains two stages, forecasting and updating. The forecasting process utilizes the system model to forecast the posterior probability density of the state. The updating process utilizes the latest value to revise the prior probability density, and then get the posterior probability density.
Fig. 1: The state space model
Artificial immune system can be described by the state space model shown in Fig. 1 . This section discussed under the framework of Bayesian filtering target tracking problem. In target tracking problem, the state space model of the dynamic system can be described as
are state transfer equation and observation equation, x k is system status, y k is observed value, u k is process noise and v k is observation noise. 
Analog Circuit Fault Diagnosis Simulation
Circuit Choice
Fault Types Configuration and Measurement Point Selection
At first, voltage signal Ud1 and Ud2 of key points would be carried out data acquisition within certain tolerance range in normal or abnormal work separately. Sampling frequency is 60.66 KHz. By measuring voltage waveform of output point, 90 groups of data are acquired and used to build the first class and the second class antigen database.
In fault samples, the single fault and the multi fault are selected. The single fault has four forms: resistance is zero (namely short circuit), resistance is infinity (namely open circuit), resistance becomes larger, and resistance becomes smaller. Here, two methods, resistance becomes larger to infinity or becomes smaller to zero, are used. Set tolerance range of any resistance is ±10%. Normal sample is nominal parameter's 90%, 95%, 100%, 105%, 110%; and fault sample is each resistance's 1%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 120%, 140%, 160%, 180%, 200%, 300%, 400%, 500%, 600%, 700%, 800%, 900%. And the multi fault has more forms: R7SC, C2OP, R7SC, R5SC, C1SC, R7SC, C1OP, and so on.
Experimental Results
Firstly, generate antibody set randomly, then conduct the learning process. After 20 generations of evolution, the information of the optimal antibody and its affinity are shown in Table 1 . Enter the 25 test samples to calculate the degree of membership, test the performance of the optimal antibody and the output of the test sample classification, results shown in Table 2 . In order to calculate the membership size of the test sample on the type of fault center, with the classification rules and membership of the concept in the theory of fuzzy mathematics, the test samples were classified as the type of membership the biggest fault.
Algorithm Comparison and Analysis
Compared the proposed fuzzy immune algorithm with the traditional immune algorithm, the analog circuit fault diagnosis experiment result is as follows.
There are five types of fault, select 10 training samples for each fault type, a total of 50 training samples. The detection results are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 : The experimental results show that the modified fuzzy immune algorithm improves the closeness between antibodies on the premise that it does not increase the search complexity. It has higher detection rate and lower false detecting rate than the traditional immune algorithm.
Conclusion
On the basis of the immune algorithm, inspired by fuzzy mathematics theory, an immune algorithm based on fuzzy mathematics and particle filter algorithm is proposed. The generating, training, learning and diagnosing processes of the algorithm are fully detailed. The simulation shows that the modified fuzzy immune algorithm achieves higher detection rate and lower false detecting rate than the traditional immune algorithm.
